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Čoahkkáigeassu

Dán čállosis  guorahallo grammatihkalaš lohku Ufuohta ja Lulli-Romssa davvisámegielas.  Vihtta 

informántta  leat  jearahallon  ja  materiála  lea  čoggojuvvon  sihke  ságastallamiin  ja  elisiteremiin. 

Guorahallan vuoseha ahte dan suopmanis gektet máŋggaidlogu hámiid go čujuhit guovtti olbmui. 

Okta  informánta  máhttá  buvttadit  persovnnalaš  pronomeniid  guvttiidlogus,  muhto  maiddái  son 

geaktá dábálaččat máŋggaidlogu hámiid go čujuha guovtti  olbmui.  Materiála  Ufuohtas  ja Lulli-

Romssas  veardiduvvo  maiddái  materiálain  Guovdageainnu,  Gárasavvona  ja  Čohkkirasa 

suopmaniin. Dien materiálas leat golbma informántta jearahallon. Dasa lassin ovdanbuktojuvvojit 

čállosis guokte resiprohka pronomenkonstrukšuvnna mat sulastahttet davvisámi standárdagiela 

konstrukšuvnnaid, muhto mat eai ovdal leat govviduvvon.

Fáddásánit: davvisámegiella, grammatihkalaš lohku, guvttiidlohku, resiprohka pronomenat
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List of abbreviations

1 first person

2 second person

3 third person

ACC accusative case

CNG connegative

COM comitative case

COND conditional mood

DU dual number

GEN genitive case

ILL illative case

INCH inchoative

INF infinitive

LOC locative case

NEG negative auxiliary

NOM nominative case

NSG non-singular number

PART partitive case

PL plural number

PRF perfect tense

PRS present tense

PST past tense

RECP reciprocal pronoun

REFL reflexive pronoun

SG singular number

Á Áhkánjárga (No Narvik)

Č Čohkkiras (Sw Jukkasjärvi)

Fi Finnish

Gá Gárasavvon (Sw Karesuando)

Guo Guovdageaidnu (No Kautokeino)

No Norwegian

Sk Skánik (No Skånland)

Sw Swedish



1. Introduction

The Saamic language group is unique in the Nordic countries in that several of its members exhibit 

three different grammatical numbers: singular, dual and plural. This is a trait differentiating Saamic 

from the  majority  languages  of  the  four  countries  in  which  the  Saami  live:  Sweden,  Norway, 

Finland and Russia. Even within Saamic there is, however, variation in the degree  to which dual 

morphology is used. For instance, in standard North Saami, dual is marked for personal pronouns, 

finite verbs and personal suffixes, but in standard Skolt Saami on the other hand, dual is marked 

only for personal pronouns.1 In Kildin Saami again, dual is not morphologically marked at all. The 

goal of this study is to describe the morphology used when referring to two individuals in the North 

Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms in Norway. For this dialect, it has been suggested that dual 

morphology is disappearing (Eriksen 2009: 58). 

The present study is based on recordings from two field trips made in 2016 and 2017. Five speakers

of the Ofoten and Sør-Troms  dialect were recorded. For comparative reasons, three speakers of

other North Saami dialects were also consulted. The collected material consists both of elicitation

and free speech, amounting to some eight hours of recordings.

In the following chapter, the Saamic languages and the North Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-

Troms are presented. An overview of possible number systems is also given. In Chapter 3, the use

of dual  in  the Saamic languages is  described. In Chapter 4,  the purpose and limitations of  the

present study are described in more detail. Chapter 5 features a discussion on methodological issues

and  the  collected  material.  Results  are  presented  in  Chapter  6  while  Chapter  7  consists  of  a

discussion of the findings.

1 For a discussion on the labels ‘personal suffixes’ and ‘possessive suffixes’, see section 6.3.
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2. Background

2.1 The Saamic languages

The Saamic languages belong to the Uralic language family. They are traditionally spoken in a vast

area stretching from central Sweden and Norway via northern Finland to the Kola peninsula in

Russia. They are spoken by the indigenous Saami minority and they are under constant pressure

from the majority languages Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish and Russian. It has been estimated that

less than half of the ethnic Saami speak a Saamic language (Svonni 2008: 100). Perhaps with the

exception of small children, it is safe to say that all speakers of Saami today are bilingual in Saami

and the majority language of their country of residence. A knowledge of Meänkieli is also common

for (especially older) speakers  of North Saami  in Sweden. The Saamic varieties form a linguistic

continuum in which neighbouring varieties often are mutually intelligible, but more distant ones are

not. This might sometimes cause confusion or comedy – as in the case of the near homophonous

South Saami  tjidtjie ‘mother’ and North Saami čižži ‘breast’. More often, however, this results in

Saami from different areas resorting to a majority language for communication – or even English, if

they are unable to communicate using majority languages.

Figure 1: The traditional area of 

the Saamic languages (Misha bb 

/Wikimedia Commons). 

1. South Saami, 2. Ume Saami,

3. Pite Saami, 4. Lule Saami,

5. North Saami, 6. Skolt Saami,

7. Inari Saami, 8. Kildin Saami,

9. Ter Saami.

Not pictured is Akkala Saami, 

traditionally spoken in the sou-  

thern border area of Skolt Saami

and Kildin Saami. The darkened

area  represents  municipalities  

that recognize Saami as an offi-  

cial or minority language.
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Many different groupings of the Saamic varieties have been proposed since the 1600s (see Rydving

2013: 27–82). During the 1900s, both a twofold (western vs. eastern) and a threefold (southern vs.

central vs. eastern) division of the Saamic varieties were in use by scholars (Rydving 2013: 53–56).

Today, the tenfold classification of Korhonen (1981: 15–17) is common. These different divisions

of the Saamic languages are presented in Table 1. Note that none of these three divisions are in

conflict with one another. It should however also be noted that on the basis of lexical investigations,

the placement of Inari Saami in the eastern group has been questioned, as has the placement of Ume

Saami in the southern group (Rydving 2013: 141–145, 161–166). Also on the basis of lexical re-

search, it has been suggested that North Saami and Inari Saami should be grouped together, perhaps

also including Skolt Saami (Tillinger 2014: 111–112).

Tenfold division Threefold division Twofold division

South Saami southern group western group

Ume Saami

Pite Saami central group

Lule Saami

North Saami

Inari Saami eastern group eastern group

Skolt Saami

Akkala Saami

Kildin Saami

Ter Saami

Table 1: Divisions of the Saamic languages

Today, several Saamic varieties have officially recognized orthographies: Inari Saami (spoken in

Finland), Lule Saami (Sweden and Norway), North Saami (Sweden, Norway and Finland), Skolt

Saami (Finland and, to a smaller extent, Russia), South Saami (Sweden and Norway) and Ume

Saami (Sweden) all use modified versions of the Latin alphabet. A modified version of the Latin

alphabet  is  also  proposed for  Pite  Saami  (spoken in  Sweden)  in  Wilbur  (2016).  Kildin  Saami

(spoken in Russia) is written using the Cyrillic alphabet.

Of these ten  languages,  North Saami  is  by far  the  most  vibrant,  with  an estimated  number  of

16.000–18.000 speakers (Svonni 2008: 100). North Saami is the only Saamic language defined as

“definitely endangered” by UNESCO, the other ones ranging from “severely endangered” (Inari
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Saami, Kildin Saami, Lule Saami, Skolt Saami and South Saami) and “critically endangered” (Pite

Saami, Ter Saami and Ume Saami) to “extinct” (Akkala Saami) (Moseley 2010). The number of

speakers for the five “definitely endangered” languages ranges from below 500 to 800 (Svonni

2008: 99–100). Pite Saami is spoken by around 30 people (Wilbur 2014: 7), and it is possible that

Ume Saami and Ter Saami have even fewer speakers. While the last speaker of Akkala Saami is

reported to have passed away in  2003, in 2013 there was at least one active and several passive

speakers  alive,  according to  Scheller  (2013:  395).  See  also Evans  (2001) on the topic of  “last

speakers”.

2.2 The North Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms

North  Saami  is  traditionally  spoken  in  northern  Norway,  Sweden  and  Finland  (see  Figure  1).

Sammallahti  (1998:  9)  divides  North  Saami  into  three  dialect  groups:  Sea  Saami  in  Norway,

Finnmark Saami in Norway and Finland and Torne Saami in Sweden, Norway and Finland. Of these

three dialect groups, the Finnmark dialects have the most speakers, and it is on these dialects that

the North Saami literary standard (henceforth ‘standard North Saami’) is based. Torne Saami is

further divided into four dialects:  the Finnish Wedge dialect,  the Gárasavvon  (Sw  Karesuando)

dialect,  the Čohkkiras  (Sw  Jukkasjärvi)  dialect  and the Girjjis  (Sw  Norrkaitum)  dialect.  In this

study, a further distinction is made within the Čohkkiras dialect, separating the sub-dialect spoken

in Norway from the sub-dialect in Sweden. This dialect  is traditionally spoken in the districts of

Ofoten (Nordland county) and Sør-Troms (Troms county) in northern Norway. Hansegård (1965:

13) presents the area and name of the dialect as follows:

“For want of a better name we will call that part of the Atlantic coast area that lies north of 

Efjord and south of Malangen in the present Norwegian provinces of Nordland and Troms 

the Fiord area, and we will use the name Fiord Lappish (= lpFio) when talking about the 

Lappish language spoken in recent times in that area. This region stretches from the parish 

of Lenvik in the north down to and including Ballangen and Tjeldemarken, south of the  

Ofoten fiord.”

While  this  geographical  delimitation  of  the  dialect  is  accurate,  Hansegård’s  designation  Fiord

Lappish is hardly suitable, not only because the label Lappish is considered derogatory today, but

also because the modifier Fiord is somewhat generic; the entire coast of Norway can be considered

as consisting of fiords (in Lule Saami ‘Norway’ is  Vuodna, literally meaning ‘fiord’), and so the
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label  gives no information on where the dialect is  spoken. Lagercrantz describes  the dialect  of

Rivtták (No  Gratangen) as  beloning to  “das südlichste  Gebiet  des  Nordwestlappischen” (1941:

295), “Nordwestlappisch” being his designation for Torne Saami, as opposed to “Nordlappisch” in

Ohcejohka (Fi  Utsjoki),  Buolbmát (No  Polmak) and  Ivgu  (No  Lyngen)  and  “Westlappisch”  in

Divtasvuodna (No Tysfjord) and Árjepluovve (Sw Arjeplog). 

Sometimes the designation markasamisk or markesamisk is used about the area in which the dialect

is spoken, with the Norwegian marka- or marke- referring to the (historically) agricultural lifestyle

of the Saami in the area, as opposed to the Saami mainly occupied in reindeer herding (e.g. Solstad

& Dankertsen 2015: 15, Skåden 2010: 6). This label is however also used outside the geographical

area of this study (e.g. in Hutchinson 2015), making it unfit as a designation of the dialect at hand.

Figure 2: The districts of Ofoten (red) and Sør-Troms (blue) in Norway.

Adapted from Kåre-Olav / Røed / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0

The geographical designation  Ufuohta ja Oarje Romssa suopman ‘the dialect of Ofoten and Sør-

Troms’ is used by Eriksen (2009) and a similar label,  Mátta-Romssa ja Ofuohtá sámegiella ‘the

Saami language of Sør-Troms and Ofoten’, is used by the novelist Magne Einejord (2007: 3). While

these geographical labels cover the area in which the dialect at hand is spoken, they are not entirely

uncomplicated, as not only North Saami but also the neighbouring Lule Saami language is spoken

within the district of Ofoten. For the purposes of this study, we will therefore have to define the
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dialect at hand as belonging to North Saami. Summa summarum, the designation used in this study

is the North Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms.

The  dialect  of  Ofoten  and  Sør-Troms is  mutually  intelligible  with  other  North  Saami  dialects,

although minor traits differentiating it from the other dialects are found in all parts of the language,

i.e. lexicon, phonology, morphology and syntax. These differences hardly hinder communication,

but they might cause confusion or comedy (cf. 2.1 above). As of today, there are no statistics on the

number of speakers of the dialect. Several of the informants interviewed for this study consider the

dialect moribound. 

2.3 Research on the North Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms

Eliel Lagercrantz describes some features of the dialect, as well as presents two short texts, in his

Synopsis des Lappischen (1941: 295–305). Nils Erik Hansegård investigates the possible traces of a

historical “Sea Lappish” in the dialect and compares it to Čohkkiras Saami in his lenghty article Sea

Lappish and Mountain  Lappish (1965).  Some information  on the  dialect  can  also  be  found in

Hansegård (1967 & 1978). An article by John Henrik Eira (1984) presents the phonology of the

Skánik sub-dialect. Ardis Eriksen describes some aspects of the dialect in her MA (2009) (see 2.8

for a summary of Eriksen’s findings concerning the use of dual). The dialect has also been blessed

with not one,  but two dictionaries:  Qvigstad (2004 & 2008) and Skåden (2010).  The first one,

published in  two volumes,  is  based on material  collected  by Just  Knud Qvigstad in  the 1880s

(Hansegård  1965:  55–56).  The  second  dictionary  is  based  on  material  collected  in  a  period

stretching from the late 1980s to the early 2000s (Skåden 2010: 6). 

2.4 Number systems

There are many different number systems in the world’s languages. In this section, a brief overview

of possible systems will be presented, based mainly on Corbett (2000). The first distinction to be

made when analyzing the use of number in a language is whether the language exhibits the category

of number at all. The language of Pirahã has been claimed to lack number altogether, and so has

Kawi  and Classical  Chinese  (Corbett  2000:  50–51).  The overwhelming majority  of  the  known

languages in the world do however exhibit number. A common number system is one with a binary

opposition of SINGULAR/PLURAL. In this system, singular refers to one entity, while plural is a relative
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value covering all entities larger than one.2 This system is found in English among many other

languages. 

The number values DUAL and TRIAL refer to two and three entities respectively (for a discussion on

the  value  QUADRAL,  see  Corbett  2000:  26–30).  In  a  number  system featuring  the  three  values

SINGULAR/DUAL/PLURAL,  the plural covers values larger  than two. This system is  found in many

languages, for instance  in  standard North Saami (see 3.1.1). In a system of  SINGULAR/DUAL/TRIAL/

PLURAL the plural covers values larger than three. This system is  for instance  found for the free

pronouns in the language of Larike (Austronesian), spoken in Indonesia (Corbett 2000: 21). 

An approximative value is the PAUCAL, which refers to a small unspecified number of entities. The

range of the paucal depends on the other number values occuring in the same number system. In the

language of Bayso  (Afro-Asiatic),  spoken in Ethiopia,  the paucal  refers to  “a small  number of

individuals, from two to about six” (Corbett 2000: 22). In the language of Yimas  (Ramu–Lower

Sepik),  spoken in Papua New Guinea,  there is  a four-way distinction of  number for pronouns:

SINGULAR/DUAL/PAUCAL/PLURAL. In this system, the paucal refers to a small value larger than two.

Furthermore,  languages can exhibit a split in the plural,  with one larger and one smaller plural

value, called ‘plural’ and ‘greater plural’ in Corbett’s terminology. This also applies the paucal, then

called ‘paucal’ and ‘greater paucal’ (Corbett 2000: 30–35).

Outside the number system is the concept of GENERAL NUMBER, a category ambiguous as regards to

number. The language of Bayso, mentioned above, features general number. A noun in the general

number can refer to one or several entities. But number can also be marked in Bayso, and when it is

marked, it is marked not only for paucal and plural, but also for singular (Corbett 2000:11). Lan-

guages can also employ different number systems in different parts of the language. Swedish, for

instance, makes no number distinction in the verb conjugation but it does mark number for nouns.

In the terminology of Corbett, languages can have a ‘top system’ and a ‘second system’  (2000:

120–124). This is also the case in standard North Saami, discussed further in 3.1.1.

2.5 The Animacy Hierarchy

Not all elements of a language are equally prone to exhibit different number values. If a language

2 Here not taking fractions into account. Compare English one and a half hours and Swedish en och en halv timme,
both having the same meaning,  but with the word for  ‘hour’ marked for  plural  in  English and for  singular  in
Swedish. 
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features several number values there is a hierarchy of sorts, where some elements are likely to

distinguish between more number values than other elements. Speech participants are for instance

more likely to distinguish between several number values than third person referents are. Similarly,

nouns denoting animate subjects are more likely to make more number distinctions than inanimate

nouns. This system can be visualized in a scale in which a position further to the left equals a larger

probability of exhibiting a greater range of number values. Equally, a position far to the right means

a potentially smaller array of numbers values. This scale is called the Animacy Hierarchy (Table 2).3

speaker > addressee > 3rd person > kin > human > animate > inanimate

(1st person (2nd person

pronouns) pronouns)

Table 2: The Animacy Hierarchy (Corbett 2000: 56)

In order to fill a position X further to the right than slot one in the hierarchy (the speaker/first

person pronouns) all positions to the left of X must also be filled. For instance, a language marking

a specific number in the third person must also do so in the second and first person. Likewise, a

language marking a specific number for inanimates must also, as a rule, mark the same number for

each and every of the categories animate, human, kin, third person, addressee and speaker. There

cannot, according to the Animacy Hierarchy, be a language that would mark dual for inanimates but

not for humans. In other words, the minimal use of dual one can expect to find in the world’s

languages is one where only the first person pronouns make a distinction for dual number. In the

other end of the scale we find languages where the dual is marked also for inanimates. There are

however excceptions to this rule, such as Modern Hebrew and Maltese, both of which exhibit a dual

value for a limited number of nouns only. These exceptions to the Animacy Hierarchy are dubbed

“minor numbers” by Corbett (2000: 95–101). 

2.6 Dual number in the Uralic languages

While all Uralic languages exhibit singular and plural number, only three branches of the language

family also feature dual  number:  Saamic,  Ob-Ugric  and Samoyedic.  In  these  languages,  plural

refers to a value larger than two. Unlike Saamic, both Ob-Ugric and Samoyedic mark dual not only

for elements with personal reference, but also for non-pronominal nouns (Comrie 1988: 462). As

3 Note that the Animacy Hierarchy is not restricted to number marking.
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the use of dual in Saamic will be throroughly discussed in Chapter 3, this section will provide an

overview only on Ob-Ugric and Samoyedic. 

Proto-Ob-Ugric distinguished three morphological numbers: singular, dual and plural (Honti 1998:

340). Today, the Ob-Ugric branch of Uralic consists of the languages Mansi and Khanty. The Mansi

dialects can be divided into four dialect groups, corresponding with the cardinal directions. The

dialects  of the western group are “characterized by a withering away of the dual” while it  has

disappeared all together in the southern group (Keresztes 1998: 390). In Khanty, dual is marked

both  for  possessed  and  non-possessed  nouns.  Verbs  inflect  for  dual,  as  do  personal  pronouns,

although the latter “are used solely for emphasis” (Abondolo 1998: 361, 369, 373).

Proto-Samoyedic  retained the  proto-Uralic  markers  for  the  dual  and plural  numbers  (Janhunen

1998: 469). In the modern Samoyedic languages Nganasan and Nenets, dual is marked for personal

pronouns, verbs and nouns. In neither of these languages dual is morphologically marked in the

local cases, but rather a postpositional construction is used. (Helimski 1998: 495, 497, 501–502;

Salminen 1998: 533–535, 537, 540, 547). In the nominal inflection of the now extinct Samoyedic

language Kamassian, dual is recorded only for the nominative absolute. Dual is however found both

for personal pronouns and verbs (Simoncsics 1998: 586, 588, 593). 

2.7 Research on dual number in Saamic

The  dual  in  Saamic  is  the  subject  of  Asbjørn  Nesheims  dissertation  (1942).  Based  on  written

material from several Saamic varieties, Nesheim describes the use of dual for personal pronouns,

personal suffixes and finite verbs. He finds that personal pronouns in the dual as a rule trigger a

predicate in the dual. In those cases where the subject consists of two entities, marked by a noun in

the  non-singular,  dual  is  not  used  for  inanimates.  In  the  North  Saami  dialects  of  Buolbmát,

Kárášjohka (No Karasjok) and Guovdageaidnu (No Kautokeino), a non-singular noun referring to

two specific people triggers a dual predicate (cf. Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 302). Nesheim con-

cludes  that  Saamic  does  not  exhibit  a  so  called  “natural  dual”,  a  phenomenon  found in  some

languages referring to entities occuring in pairs,  for instance ‘eyes’ or ‘hands’. Furthermore,  he

states that the collective numerals  guovttis ‘two people’ and  guovttus ‘ibid’ are used mostly for

specific  people,  and  as  such  they  usually  trigger  a  dual  predicate.  Nesheim also  pays  special

attention to the nominal construction áhčeš ‘father and child’. Finally, he addresses the lack of dual

inflection for nouns, concluding that Saamic never has featured such inflection. Rather, number has
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originally only been marked for the predicate, the plural marking of nouns being borrowed from

Finnish (1942: 136–139). 

Mikael Svonni (1993) investigates the use of dual among North Saami speaking school children in

Sweden with different levels of proficiency. He concludes that most children have difficulties with

the dual verb forms and that the second and third person forms might be especially vulnerable to

change (1993: 179, 184). In a similar study, Sandra Nystø Ráhka (2013) investigates the marking of

dual personal pronouns for young L1 and L2 speakers of Lule Saami, finding that the L2 group use

both the dual and plural when referring to plural subjects.  The same investigation also includes

grammaticality judgment tasks, in which the L1 group accepted clauses without agreement between

the subject and the predicate to a larger extent than expected (2013: 82).

Mikael Vinka (2001) describes some aspects of numeral agreement in North Saami and Lule Saami

from a generative perspective. The verbal agreement of Inari Saami is the subject of an article by

Ida Toivonen (2007a). A case of syncretism in the second person dual and plural verb forms for two

speakers of Inari Saami is dealt with in Toivonen (2007b). 

The use of dual in the dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms is mentioned in Eriksen (2009). The material

used for that investigation includes recordings made between 1958 and 1984 (2009: 33). The oldest

informant in these recordings was born in 1885, the youngest in 1933 (2009:  37–39).  In other

words, the youngest informants in Eriksens material are about the same age as the oldest informants

in my material (cf. 5.3).

Eriksen states that “The dual seems to be disappearing. These days a lot of people only use plural

verb  forms  instead  of  dual  forms” (2009:  58).  She  further  writes  that  “In  the  recordings  nine

[informants] use the dual, eleven do not use the dual and 18 do not speak about two people” (ibid.).

In  the  overview provided in  an  appendix  of  the  study however,  ten  informants  are  marked as

displaying dual morphology and ten informants as lacking dual morphology (2009: 100). Gender is

specified for all 20 of these informants, while year of birth is given for all but one (2009: 37–39).

This information is presented in tables 3 and 4 on the following page. In this material, the oldest

person using the dual is born in 1891 and the youngest in 1924. The average year of birth for these

ten people is 1911, the median year of birth 1915. The oldest person not using the dual is born in

1899 and the youngest in 1933. The average year of birth for these people is 1917, the median year

of birth 1918. The informants not exhibiting dual morphology in this material are in other words
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slightly younger than the informants exhibiting dual morphology. As for gender of the speakers,

four men and six women use the dual, while six men and four women do not use the dual. It should

be noted that there is a male bias in the material as a whole: recordings of 27 men and 17 women

were used.

man 1891 man 1899

woman 1896 man 1904

man 1904 man 1912

woman 1907 woman 1918

man 1913 woman 1918

woman 1916 man 1920

woman 1917 woman 1920

woman 1922 man 1925

man 1924 woman 1933

woman 1924 man n/a

Average year of birth 1911 Average year of birth 1917

Median year of birth 1915 Median year of birth 1918

Table 3: Informants displaying Table 4: Informants not displaying

dual morphology in Eriksen (2009) dual morphology in Eriksen (2009)

2.8 Transcription and glossing of the material

The material  gathered  for  the  present study is  transcribed  in  a  slightly adapted  version  of  the

standard North Saami orthography. These adaptions include the allowing of word-final -k and -p as

in sámi-k ‘Saami-NSG’ and lea-p ‘be-1PL’, as opposed to standard North Saami sámi-t ‘Saami-NSG’

and  lea-t ‘be-1PL’. Adaptions also include some consonant clusters not found in standard North

Saami,  such as  gd  ~  gdd and  bd  ~  bdd.  For a phonological description of the dialect,  see Eira

(1984).  Examples  written  in  older  North  Saami  and  Lule  Saami  orthographies  have  been

transliterated into the current orthographies.

Examples are glossed in accordance with the Leipzig Glossing Rules. In those cases where a form is

marked both by means of a suffix and of stem alternation, only the suffix has been glossed. For

verbs, neither the indicative mood nor the present tense is explicitly glossed. For nouns, neither the

nominative case nor singular number is explicitly glossed. In those cases where there is a  discre-

pancy in number, this divergence is marked within parentheses in the translation.  Unless stated
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otherwise, translations are the author’s. After the English translation a code is given, referring to the

recording from which the example is retrieved (the recordings are presented in Appendix 2). An ‘e’

after the time code indicates that the clause has been collected through elicitation. An example of

the transcription and glossing used in this study is presented in (1).

(1) moain ea-p oro dáppe

1DU NEG-1PL live.CNG here

‘We (DU) don’t (PL) live here’ (Á1 C 00:10:38) e
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3. The use of the dual in the Saamic languages

In  this  chapter,  the  use  of  dual  in  the  Saamic  languages  is  described.  For  each  language,  the

elements which can carry morphological marking of the dual are presented. Other factors which can

affect the use of dual, such as animacy and definiteness, are described as far as possible. In those

cases where there is information on dialectal variation concerning the use of dual, this variation is

taken into account. Special attention is paid to standard North Saami, not only because North Saami

is the language this study is concerned with, but also because it is the by far best described Saamic

language.

3.1 Standard North Saami

3.1.1 Top system and second system

In North Saami,  nouns (as well  as adjectives  and  demonstrative,  interrogative and relative pro-

nouns) show a binary opposition:  mánná ‘child’ vs.  mánát ‘children’.  In standard North Saami

personal pronouns, finite verbs and personal suffixes show a ternary opposition:  mon ‘I’ vs.  moai

‘we (two)’ vs. mii ‘we (three or more)’. To use the terminology of Corbett (2000: 120–124) we are

dealing with a “top system” and a “second system”, the former of which has a ternary opposition

and the latter of which has a binary opposition. This is by no means an unusual behavior for a

language, but it does require us to choose our terminology wisely. Traditionally, the label “plural” is

used both in the top system and the second system. However, this label does not carry the same

meaning in both systems, as shown in Table 5. It should also be mentioned that Corbett uses a third

label,  “bottom system”,  for  nouns  which  are  not  number-differentiable  (2000:  121),  giving  the

English singulare tantum  friendliness as an example (2000: 173). This phenomenon will  not be

dealt with in this study.

top system (e.g. personal pronouns) singular dual “plural” [>2]

second system (e.g. nouns) singular “plural” [>1]

Table 5: Number terminology of standard North Saami

In this study I will, for practical reasons, employ a different terminology than the one displayed in

Table  5.  The label  “plural”  will  here  only be used  in  opposition  to  dual  and singular  –  or,  in

Corbett’s words, it is reserved for the top system. In the second system, the label NON-SINGULAR will

be used in opposition with singular, as proposed by Dixon (2012: 53). The distribution of these
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labels is displayed in Table 6.

top system (e.g. personal pronouns) singular dual plural

second system (e.g. nouns) singular non-singular

Table 6: Number terminology employed in this study

3.1.2 The triggering of the dual

In North Saami, dual morphology is triggered when the subject of the clause refers to two animate

entities. These two entities can be realized with a personal pronoun in the dual (2), with two sub-

jects in the singular (3) or by lexical means, as the collective numeral guovttis in (4). Although not

overtly marked for dual, a subject in the non-singular can also trigger dual morphology (5).

(2) soai ea-ba lea-n ila viisá-t

3DU NEG-3DU be-PRF too wise-NSG

‘They weren’t all that clever’ (Turi 1987 [1910]: 176)

(3) eamit ja isit šatta-iga geađgi-n

wife and husband become-3DU.PST stone-ESS

‘The wife and the husband turned into stone’ (Turi 1987 [1910]: 44)

(4) ja dat guovttis daga-iga seammá ládje ein

and DEM two do-3DU.PST same manner also

go biro bođi-i

when devil come-3SG.PST

‘and the two of them acted the same way when the devil came again’ (Turi 1987[1910]: 135)

(5) Guolleoaggu-t le-igga dasa boahtá-n muohtabiilla-in

fisherman-NSG be-3DU.PST DEM.ILL come-PRF snow.car-COM

‘The fishermen had come there by snow car’ (Dynesius & Stenberg 2004: 43)

Entities triggering dual are most commonly human, as in (2) through (5). They may also be non-

human, for instance domestic animals, as in (6). Dual can also be used across species boundaries, as
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in (7) where Márjá Niia is the name of a person and Muste is the name of a dog.

(6) Beatnaga-t čuožžu-ba juo uvssa ovddas

dog-NSG stand-3DU already door-GEN in front

‘The dogs are already standing in front of the door’ (Dynesius & Stenberg 2004:90)

(7) Márjá Niia ja Muste gáffedea-ba Orohaknjirram-is

Márjá Niia and Muste take.a.break-3DU Orohaknjira-LOC

‘Márjá Niia and Muste take a break (lit. ‘have coffee’) in O’ (Dynesius & Stenberg 2004:22)

According to Nickel & Sammallahti (2011: 384) dual can also be triggered by organizations of

people (8) and inanimate entities which are in a dynamic relationship to one another (9). Nielsen

gives an example (1979 [1926–1929]: 303) in which the inanimate ‘boat’ triggers a predicate in the

dual, for which he gives the explanation that ‘boat’ actually refers to the crewmen (10).  In my

experience, none of these three usages are common, at least not in the Torne dialect group of North

Saami.

(8) Nuortalačča-id giličoahkkin ja Saa´mi Nue´tt

Skolt.Saami-GEN.NSG village.meeting and Saa´mi.Nue´tt

searvi atti-iga Nuortalaš 2016 bálkkašumi

organization give-3DU.PST Skolt.Saami.2016 award.ACC

filbmabagadallá-i Katja Gauriloff-ii

film.director-ILL Katja Gauriloff-ILL

‘The Skolt Saami village meeting and the organization Saa´mi Nue´tt gave (DU) the award 

“Skolt Saami 2016” to the film director Katja Gauriloff.’ (Ođđasat 2016)

(9) Dalle lea buorre suhka-t go biegga ja

then be.3SG good row-INF when wind and

rávdnji lea-ba vuostálaga-id

stream be-3DU opposite-ACC.NSG

‘It is easy to row when the wind and stream are (DU) opposite.’ 

(Nickel & Sammallahti 2011: 384)
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(10) dat guokte fatnasa boahti-ba

DEM two boat.GEN come-3DU

‘The two boats come (DU)’ (Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 303)

Even if a subject referring to two entities meets the prerequisites above, dual congruence is not

guaranteed as the use of dual is further restricted by definiteness and specificity. A definite subject

triggers dual congruence,  while the situation is  a bit  more intricate  for indefinite  subjects.  If  a

subject is indefinite and non-specific, then the predicate is marked for plural even when referring to

two individuals (11). If a subject is indefinite but specific, then the predicate is marked for dual in a

normal clause (12), but for plural in an existential clause (13) (Guttorm 2015: 16–17; Nielsen 1979

[1926–1929]:  302–303,  Sammallahti  2005:  83–85).  The  role  of  definiteness  and  specificity  is

visualized in Table 7, where + indicates a triggering of dual congruence and – the lack thereof. 

(11) guovttis jápme dan bártti-s

two.people die.3PL.PST DEM.GEN accident-LOC

‘two people died (PL) in the accident’ (Guttorm 2015: 16)

(12) guovttis jámi-iga dan bártti-s,

two.people die-3DU.PST DEM.GEN accident-LOC

namalassii Máhtte ja Niillas

namely Máhtte and Niillas

‘two people died (DU) in the accident, namely Máhtte and Niillas’ (Guttorm 2015: 16)

(13) doppe ledje guokte olbmo, Iŋgá ja Ánne

there be.3PL.PST two person.GEN Iŋgá and Ánne

‘there were (PL) two people there, Iŋgá and Ánne’ (Guttorm 2015: 17)

Specific Non-specific

Non-existential Existential

Definite + + +

Indefinite + – –

Table 7: The role of definiteness and specificity for dual congruence in standard North Saami
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Interacting with these factors is  also word order.  Discussing subjects  defined with the numeral

‘two’,  Nielsen mentions the effect  of word order  on dual congruence,  giving example (14a)  as

acceptable and (14b) as non-acceptable. If the predicate precedes the subject, then the verb should

instead be in the plural, as in (14c), cf. (13) above (Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 302–303). Similar

conclusions are drawn by Nesheim (1942: 98–99).

(14a) guokte olbmo bođi-iga

two person.GEN come-3DU.PST

‘two people came (DU)’ (Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 303)

(14b) *de bođi-iga guokte olbmo

then come-3DU.PST two person.GEN

‘then came (DU) two people’ (Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 303)

(14c) de bohte guokte olbmo

then come.3PL.PST two person.GEN

‘then came (PL) two people’ (Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 303)

3.2 Lule Saami

In Lule Saami, dual is marked for personal pronouns, finite verbs and personal suffixes. Dual con-

gruence is restricted to animate subjects (Spiik 1989: 31).  Tuolja & Angéus Kuoljok state (2013:

42) that some older speakers use dual also for inanimate objects. Björn Collinder notes that several

of his informants for the Lule Saami forest dialect in Váhtjer (Sw Gällivare) lack the dual category

in the imperative (Collinder 1938:149). According to Wiklund (1915: 102–103; 191) plural is some-

times used instead of dual in the spoken language, although this use is “less precise”, see example

(15).

(15a) Vuollá ja suv bárnne libá skihpasa

Vuollá and 3SG.GEN son be.3DU sick.NSG

‘Vuollá and his son are (DU) sick’ (Wiklund 1915: 103)
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(15b) Vuollá ja suv bárnne li skihpasa

Vuollá and 3SG.GEN son be.3PL sick.NSG

‘Vuollá and his son are (PL) sick’ (Wiklund 1915: 103)

In the Lule Saami preterite verb conjugation, the dual and plural are identical in the first and second

person, respectively. This is also true for the neighboring North Saami dialect  Čohkkiras Saami

(Collinder 1949:46). This trait separates Lule Saami and Čohkkiras Saami both from standard North

Saami, in which the plural is marked with -t, and from the southern neighbor Pite Saami, in which

the dual is marked with -n. See also Larsson (2001: 117). The preterite endings are used in the con-

ditional mood as well,  both in Lule Saami and in North Saami. Similarly,  Lule Saami personal

suffixes mark no difference between the dual and plural in the first and second person.

3.3 Pite Saami 

In Pite Saami, dual is marked for personal pronouns, finite verbs and reflexive pronouns (Wilbur

2014: 113). Dual is used when referring to two humans (Lagercrantz 1926: 79). Wilbur notes that

there are a few examples in his corpus “in which speakers do not consistently inflect for dual, but

instead use the corresponding plural form” (2014: 150). 

As for reciprocal pronouns, Lagercrantz (1926: 85–86) gives kaska + personal suffix and Lehtiranta

(1992:  139) also  gives kååp'pa  kuoj'pmie +  personal  suffix,  meaning  that  at  least  when  their

material was gathered, dual was marked for reciprocal pronouns as well. In addition to these two

constructions, I have found the reciprocal construction mubbe mubbe in a Pite Saami text by Lars

Rensund (16). This construction is akin to the North Saami reciprocal pronoun nubbi nubbi descr-

ibed in 6.3.3, as well as to the Lule Saami nubbe nubbe (Grundström 1946–1954: 642, 1823–1832).

Having only one  token of  the  Pite  Saami construction  at  hand,  it  is  not  possible  to  determine

whether this construction inflects for number or not. 

(16) Dä da-h mubbe sida kuoina-h [...]

then DEM-NSG other community.GEN woman-NSG

ai älki-n giljo-gåhte-t mubbe mubba-i

also start-3PL.PST shout-INCH-INF RECP RECP-ill

‘Then the women of the other community […] also started shouting at one another’ 

(Rensund 1984: 72)
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3.4 Ume Saami

In Ume Saami, dual is marked for personal pronouns and finite verbs. Dual is also marked for the

reflexive pronoun jiihtja and the reciprocals g`åb-güimee and gasko- (Schlachter 1958: 45, 59, 73).

The use of dual is restricted to definite humans. For people not mentioned before in discourse, as

well as for animals and inanimate objects, plural is used (Wiinka 2015: 86).  Describing the con-

jugation of Geärggiesuvvane4 (Sw Stensele), Halász notes (1901: 276) that the plural and dual are

not always differentiated. In the following paradigms, he presents two numbers for finite verbs:

“singular” and “dual-plural”. For personal pronouns, however, full paradigms are given for all three

numbers (Halász 1901: 253–255).  For Dearna3 (Sw Tärnaby), Ejerhed (1979: 188) claims that dual

verb forms are losing ground to the plural forms, and gives examples where dual personal pronouns

can be coupled either with dual or plural finite verbs.

3.5 South Saami

In South Saami, dual is marked for finite verbs.  For reflexive pronouns and possessive suffixes,

Magga & Mattsson Magga (2012) present no dual forms, nor is the reciprocal pronoun sinsitn- con-

jugated in number (ibid.: 55). Nilsson-Mankok gives dual forms both for the reflexive and recipro-

cal pronouns in his sketch grammar of the northern South Saami variety of Vilhelmina-Vefsn (1975:

27–28). Regarding the personal pronouns, a division between dual and plural is not made in the

third person, as the demonstrative dïhte ‘it; s/he’ (plural dah ‘they’) is used both for inanimate and

animate subjects in standard South Saami.  In order to precise two subjects, dah guaktah ‘those two’

can be used (Magga & Mattsson Magga 2012: 52). A full singular-dual-plural division is found for

the cognates of the third person personal pronouns in other Saami languages (satne ‘s/he’, såtnoeh

‘they two’,  sijjieh ‘they’).  These pronouns are however  limited to a logophoric use  in standard

South Saami (ibid.)5. 

As for the actual use of dual in spoken South Saami, it seems that the division of dual and plural

presented in prescriptive grammars does not always hold true. Knut Bergsland states in his descrip-

tive grammar Røroslappisk grammatikk that the dual is on the verge of disappearing (1946: 92) and

that in the area of his research, the dual is used consequently only by the Saami of the Saanti (No

4 While the varieties of Geärggiesuvvane and Dearna are referred to as South Saami by Halász and Ejerhed, in this
study they are grouped with Ume Saami in accordance with the classification of Larsson (2012: 182).

5 The use of demonstratives for human referents is also common in colloquial North Saami, with the same restriction
to non-logophoric use as in South Saami (Nickel & Sammallahti 2011: 120, 518), and the same goes for Inari Saami
(Laitinen 2002). Demonstratives can also be used for third person human referents in Lule Saami (Spiik 1989: 52),
Pite Saami (Wilbur 2014: 116) and Skolt Saami (Feist 2015: 108). See also section 6.1 in this study.
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Essand) reindeer herding district (as well as by the daughter of a Saanti Saami living elsewhere).

His other informants usually use plural forms instead of dual (ibid.: 101). He also notes that third

person dual is missing altogether in the preterite verb conjugation (ibid.: 171).  Nilsson-Mankok

states  that  both preterite  and present  third person dual  forms of  verbs are  largely unknown by

speakers of the Vilhelmina-Vefsen dialect of South Saami, as is the preterite first person dual and

second person plural (1970: 8). He also states that in this variety, it is most common to use dual

pronouns coupled with finite verbs in the plural.  An even more recent example that can make us

question the  obligatoriness of the dual number in South Saami is presented in Richard Kowalik’s

survey of predicative possession in South Saami, in which a speaker claims that “the dual forms are

not used regularly” (Kowalik 2016: 70). 

The difference in use of the dual in North Saami and South Saami can, perhaps somewhat anec-

dotally, be illustrated by a quote of a bilingual speaker of North Saami and South Saami in the

North Saami language discussion group Ártegis ságat on Facebook: “In South Saami there is dual

number, but it is hardly used... As a child, I used to wonder why North Saami had [the dual personal

pronouns] moai, doai and soai but South Saami didn’t.  My mother wasn’t raised with that [the

dual], and so she didn’t teach it to me or my brother.” (Ártegis ságat, Facebook group, December

26th 2014).

3.6 Inari Saami

In  Inari  Saami,  dual  is  morphologically  marked  for  personal  pronouns  and  finite  verbs.  Dual

number is, as a rule, triggered by animates with specific reading (Toivonen 2007a: 234). Toivonen

suggests that topicality also might be a relevant factor in Inari Saami verbal agreement (ibid.). An

Inari Saami clause with a personal pronoun and a finite verb in the dual is given in (17).

(17) Muoi halijd-áim noonâ, ekologâlii já páihalii táálu

1DU want-1DU.PST durable, ecological and local house.ACC

‘We wanted a durable, ecological and local house’ (Niskanen 2017)

For two of the speakers of Inari Saami investigated in Toivonen (2007b), there is syncretism of the

present tense 2DU and 2PL verb forms. The verbal paradigms have however collapsed differently for

the two speakers: one of the speakers uses the dual form also in the plural, while the other uses the

plural form in the dual. One of the two speakers sometimes uses plural morphology when referring
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to dual subjects, though she “recognizes this as being ‘wrong’ or ‘sloppy’” (Toivonen 2007b: 370).

An example of this is given in (18).

(18) Mij kyevtis tánssâ-p mii ustevá-in

1PL two.people dance-1PL 1PL.GEN friend-COM

‘The two of us (PL) dance (PL) with our (PL) friend’ (Toivonen 2007b: 369)

3.7 Skolt Saami

In Skolt Saami, dual is marked for personal pronouns. According to Sammallahti, the northern of

the two Skolt Saami dialect groups also has preserved dual number in the conjugation (1998: 31).

Feist, on the other hand, states that “the dual form is no longer observed in Skolt Saami [verb]

inflection. Instead, the dual pronouns occur together with the corresponding plural form of the verb”

(2015 : 200). An example of this is given in (19). 

(19) Suäna haalee tuärjjee-d nuõrttsääʹmǩiõllsaž päärna-id

3DU want.3PL support-INF Skolt.Saami.speaking child-ACC.NSG

‘They (DU) want to (PL) support Skolt Saami-speaking children’ (Wesslin 2016)

3.8 Akkala Saami, Kildin Saami and Ter Saami

In the Saami languages of the Kola peninsula, there is no morphologically marked dual (Behnke

2010: 18, Rießler 2014: 2–3, Zajkov 1987: 128 et passim). Halász mentions coming across the third

person dual pronoun sonaj once, coupled with the verb ‘to be’ conjugated in the third person plural:

sonaj lejjėn kūll-šilej ‘they (DU) were (PL) fishermen’ (Halász 1881: 18).

3.9 Summary

The Saamic  languages  differ  as regards  to  the elements  on which dual  morphology is  present.

Somewhat simplified, they can be divided into four different groups (i-iv). This classification is

based on the literary standard of the respective languages (to the extent that such a standard exists)

and must be considered tentative, especially as regards to Ume Saami and South Saami, for which

synchronic research on the actual use of the dual would be highly desirable. At least some varieties

of these two languages could possibly be placed in group (iii) along with Skolt Saami.
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i. Dual is marked for personal pronouns, finite verbs and personal suffixes

(Lule Saami, North Saami, Pite Saami, Ume Saami)

ii. Dual is marked for personal pronouns and finite verbs

(Inari Saami, South Saami)

iii. Dual is marked for personal pronouns

(Skolt Saami)

iv. Dual is not morphologically marked

(Akkala Saami, Kildin Saami, Ter Saami)

Similarly to thec Animacy Hierarchy described in 2.5, the range of the dual in Saamic can be shown

as a hierarchy in which certain elements of a language are more prone to exhibit a dual value than

others:

personal pronouns > finite verbs > personal suffixes

According to this hierarchy, no Saamic language exhibiting dual value in the personal suffixes lacks

dual for the finite verbs or the personal pronouns. A Saamic language exhibiting dual value for fini-

te verbs may lack the dual in the personal suffixes, but not in the personal pronouns. If a Saamic

language only exhibits  dual  value in one element  of the language,  this  element  is  the personal

pronouns. Unattested systems are those in which the personal pronouns lack dual value, but finite

verbs and/or personal suffixes exhibit this value.

Several factors have been shown to affect the triggering of dual morphology, including  animacy,

definiteness, specificity, word order and perhaps also topicality. Another factor possibly affecting

the use of dual morphology might be style of speech: as shown both for Lule Saami and Inari

Saami,  the  use  of  plural  morphology  when  referring  to  otherwise  dual-triggering  entities  is

characterized as ‘less precise’ or ‘sloppy’ – terms not seldom used when referring to colloquial

speech. It should be noted that the sources used in this section are highly divergent both in age and

scope and that modern, descriptive material is lacking for several Saamic languages.
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4. Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to describe the morphology referring to two individuals in the North

Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms. It has been claimed that in this dialect “a lot of people use

plural verb forms instead of dual forms” (Eriksen 2009: 58). In this study, I aim to describe the use

of dual not only for finite verbs, but also for personal pronouns and personal suffixes, i.e. for all

elements capable of displaying dual morphology in North Saami. It is my hope that this study will

not only contribute to the knowledge of grammatical number in North Saami, but also highlight the

importance  of  synchronic  and  descriptive  studies  of  Saamic  languages,  as  well  as  provide

information on a lesser known dialect of North Saami.

4.1 Research questions

The questions adressed in this study are:

I. Is there dual morphology in the North Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms?

II. If there is dual morphology, is it marked for:

a) Personal pronouns?

b) Finite verbs?

c) Personal suffixes?

4.2 Limitations

This study is limited to the use of spoken language. While there are some texts written fully or

partly in the dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms, the scope of this study does not allow an investiga-

tion of written sources. The study is also limited to the synchronic use of the dialect. While a hist-

orical investigation surely would shed light on the development of grammatical number in this

dialect, an inquiry of that scale falls outside the scope of this study. 

The study is further limited to the investigation of the indicative mood, leaving the imperative,

conditional  and  potential  moods aside.  The  material  used  for  this  study is  gathered  from five

different speakers of different ages and from different areas. Of these five informants, three are

women and two are men. Given the small amount of material available, it is not always possible to

determine which differences in speech depend on dialectal background or age of speaker, and which

differences are purely ideolectal. Another limitation is that a large part of the collected material is
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gathered through elicitation from Swedish, a language which lacks dual number. Furthermore, the

speakers Á1 and Á2 do not speak Saami on a daily basis and their proficiency of Saami is lower than

that of the other speakers, something which becomes especially clear in elicitation.
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5. Method and data collection

This study is based on synchronic data from an endangered dialect of North Saami. The material

was gathered through interviews with five native speakers of the dialect (three women and two men,

born between 1931 and 1966). As a reference, three speakers of other North Saami dialects were

also  interviewed (two women and one  man,  born between 1942 and 1975).  The latter  will  be

referred to as the reference group. 

The gathering of data was twofold: Firstly, some free speech was recorded, mostly biographical

information about the speakers. These interviews were conducted in the Čohkkiras dialect of North

Saami, in which dual number is used. Secondly, the speakers were asked to translate a number of

clauses from Swedish to Saami (see Appendix 1). All interviews were digitally recorded and later

transcribed using the program Elan.

5.1 Field work

Two field trips were made. The first trip, just shy of a week, took place in June 2016 as part of the

Uppsala University project  Linguistic Continua: A View from the North. The purpose of this trip

was not to investigate the use of dual as such, but rather to compile data for a comparison of some

North Saami and Lule Saami dialects. Even so, the collected material turned out to be of use also

for this study. The informants Sk1, Sk2 and Á1 were interviewed during this trip. The second trip,

also about a week long, took place in February 2017. This trip was financed through a generous

grant from Kurt Belfrages minnesfond (Sweden). During this trip Sk2, Sk3,  Á1 and Á2 were inter-

viewed, as well as Č1 and Gá1 in the reference group. The third speaker of the reference group,

Guo1, was interviewed over the phone in February 2017.  In total, some eight hours of recordings

were collected (see Appendix 2).

5.2 Ethical aspects

All speakers have given their explicit consent to participate in the interviews, to have the interviews

recorded and the collected material used for research. All speakers have been given the choice of

having their names written out in this study or to remain anonymous. Since some informants wished

to remain anonymous, this approach has been applied to all informants. 
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5.3 Informants

A total of eight informants were interviewed, five in the Ofoten and Sør-Troms group and three in

the reference group. Two of the informants were interviewed on both field trips.  All informants

from Norway are fluent in Norwegian and all informants from Sweden are fluent in Swedish, as is

Á2. Č1 also knows Meänkieli. Most informants regularly watch the (predominantly Finnmark) North

Saami  TV newscast  Ođđasat,  broadcasted  15  minutes every weekday in  Norway,  Sweden  and

Finland.

Figure 3: The area of research. Adapted from Google Maps. 

Blue pins are located in Skánik municipality, red pins in Áhkánjárga municipality.

Sáttiidvuopmi = Sk1 and Sk2, Vatnjavárri = Sk3, Nuortavuopmi = Á1, Áravuopmi = Á2

5.3.1 Informants from Skánik municipality

Three informants from the municipality of Skánik (No Skånland), Troms county, were interviewed:

Sk1 –  Man from Sáttiidvuopmi  (No  Sandmark)  born  in  1964.  Brother  of  Sk2.  Works  in  admi-

nistration,  has  studied  some  Saami  as  an  adult.  Interviewed  at  his  workplace  in  Skearri  (No

Evenskjer) on the 15th of June 2016.
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Sk2 – Woman from Sáttiidvuopmi, born in 1966. Reindeer herder and sister of Sk1. Interviewed in

her home in Sáttiidvuopmi on the 15th of June 2016, and in Vatnjavárri (No Boltåsen) on the 7th of

February 2017.

Sk3 –  Woman  born  1933  in  Vatnjavárri.  Has  worked  in  textile  industry.  Both  parents from

Vatnjavárri. Interviewed in her home on the 8th of February 2017.

5.3.2 Informants from Áhkánjárga municipality

Two informants from the municipality of Áhkánjárga (No  Narvik), Nordland county, were inter-

viewed: 

Á1 – Man born 1937 in Nuortavuopmi (No Nordskogen). Retired military mechanic. Speaks Saami

with some difficulties and often switches over to Norwegian. Interviewed in his home in  Ráhkka

(No Bjerkvik) on the 16th of June 2016, and again on the 9th of February 2017.

Á2 – Woman born 1931 in Áravuopmi (No Vassdalen). Father from Rivtták, mother from Husjord,

Sør-Lavangen. Moved to Sweden in 1955 after  marrying a  reindeer  herder of the Dálbmá (Sw

Talma) district. Has lived in Kopparåsen and Kurravaara, since 1971 living in the town of  Giron

(Sw  Kiruna).  Rarely  speaks  Saami  today and  frequently  intermingles  Swedish  when  speaking

Saami. Interviewed in her home in Giron on the 11th of February 2017.

5.3.3 Informants in the reference group

Guo1 – Woman from Guovdageaidnu (No Kautokeino) in Norway, born in 1967. Both parents from

Guovdageaidnu. Has lived in Ubmeje (Sw  Umeå) some eight years.  Works at  the Saami radio.

Interviewed on telephone on the 2nd of February 2017.

Gá1 – Woman from Čohkkiras (Sw Jukkasjärvi) town, born in 1975. Speaks the Gárasavvon dialect

of North Saami. Has worked at the Saami radio and as a Saami teacher. Interviewed in her home in

Čohkkiras on the 14th of February 2017.

Č1 – Man born in 1942, living in Giron. Reindeer herder of the Girjjis district and speaker of the

Čohkkiras dialect.  Both parents from Girjjis. Has not studied Saami, occasionally reads texts in
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North Saami and Lule Saami. Has also worked in administration. Interviewed in his home in Giron

on the 16th of February 2017.

Figure 4: Áravuopmi, Áhkánjárga municipality, February 9 2017.
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6. Results

In this chapter, the findings from the field work are presented. In 6.1 the use of personal pronouns is

described, in 6.2 the use of finite verbs and in 6.3 the use of personal suffixes. In all cases, the dia-

lect  of  Ofoten  and  Sør-Troms  is  contrasted  to  the  reference  group.  The  findings  are  further

discussed in Chapter 7.

6.1 Personal pronouns

In standard North Saami, personal pronouns are obligatorily marked for singular, dual or plural.

They also inflect for case. Table 8 shows the personal pronouns of standard North Saami in the

nominative case. 

Sg Du Pl
1p mon moai mii

2p don doai dii

3p son soai sii

Table 8: Personal pronouns of standard North Saami in the nominative case

6.1.1 Reference group

In the reference group, all informants use dual personal pronouns when referring to two people, as

in (20) through (22).

(20) ean moai oastá-n mielkki

NEG.1DU 1DU buy-PRF milk.ACC

‘We didn’t buy milk’ (Gá1 00:15:10) e

(21) dunnu-is lea beana

2DU-LOC be.3SG dog

‘You two have a dog’ (Č1 00:21:51) e

(22) Simon jearrá sunnu-s jus lea-ba oappážaga-t

Simon ask.3SG 3DU-LOC if be-3DU sister-NSG

’Simon asks them if they are sisters’ (Gá1 00:08:57) e
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For all informants, it is most common to use demonstratives rather than proper personal pronouns in

the third person. As demonstratives only display an opposition of singular/non-singular, it is not

possible to morphologically mark dual for demonstratives. In (23), dual number is therefore not

overtly realized on the subject of the clause, but only on the predicate. 

(23) da-t mana-iga biilla-in

DEM-NSG go-3DU.PST car-COM

‘They went by car’ (Gá1 00:13:00) e

6.1.2 Ofoten and Sør-Troms group

In the free speech material there is but one occurance of a personal pronoun marked for dual. This

example is given by Á1, telling about how he as a child used to spend his summers with an older

relative. In this story, he uses the dual personal pronoun moain once (24).

(24) son lei ollonaga boaris ja mon ledjen 

3SG be.3SG.PST quite old and 1SG be.1SG.PST

nuorra men moain soabad-eimme buoragit

young but 1DU get.along-1PL.PST well

‘He was quite old and I was young, but we got along just fine’ (Á1 A 00:11:51)

Note the final -n in moain, absent in standard North Saami. This form is also found in Lagercrantz’s

material from Rivtták (1941: 296) as well as in Collinder’s material from Leaváš (1949: 239). In

elicitation, Á1 uses both dual and plural personal pronouns when referring to two humans. No patt-

ern could be observed as to when dual was used and when plural was used. Examples with dual

personal pronouns are given in (25-27). Note that (25) was given as (1) above, but repeated here for

convenience. As in the first person, a final -n occurs also in the second and third person pronouns.

Note also that the dual personal pronouns are coupled with verbs conjugated in the plural. 

(25) moain ea-p oro dáppe

1DU NEG-1PL live.CNG here

‘We (DU) don’t (PL) live here’ (Á1 C 00:10:38) e
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(26) doain guovttá e-hpik ane beatnaga

2DU two.people NEG-2PL have.CNG dog.ACC

‘You (DU) two haven’t (PL) got a dog’ (Á1 C 00:44:09) e

(27) soain holle-k sámegiela juohke beaivvi

3DU talk-3PL Saami.ACC every day.ACC

‘They (DU) speak (PL) Saami every day’ (Á1 C 00:02:32) e

All other speakers use plural personal pronouns when referring to two humans, as in example (28),

where Sk3 refers to herself and her husband and in (29), where Sk1 refers to himself and his sister.

(28) miin ani-imek hyhta, mon ja mu isit, doppe

1PL have-1PL.PST cabin.ACC 1SG and 1SG.GEN husband there

‘We had a cabin there, me and my husband’ (Sk3 00:18:23)

(29) mon láve-n beare sámásti-t mu oappá-in,

1SG use.to-1SG only speak.Saami-INF 1SG.GEN sister-COM

ea-p miin goassek láve dárosti-t

NEG-1PL 1PL ever use.CNG speak.Norwegian-INF

‘I only speak Saami with my sister, we don’t ever speak Norwegian’ (Sk1 A 00:03:31)

In the third person, it is most common to use a demonstrative pronoun rather than a proper personal

pronoun. One example of this is given in (30).

(30) da-k gevre-je biilla dohko

DEM-NSG drive-3PL.PST car.ACC there

‘They took the car there’ (Sk3 00:42:36) e

When asked to translate clauses with explicit reference to two subjects, such as the Swedish vi två

har en katt ‘the two of us have a cat’, Sk2 and Sk3 use the collective numeral guovttis ‘two people’

coupled with a plural personal pronoun, as in (31).  Á1 uses the collective numeral  guovttá ‘two

people’, as shown in (26) above. Sk1 and Á2 use regular plural forms, without adding a numeral, as

in (32).
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(31) miin guovttis atni-p ovtta busse

1PL two.people have-1PL one.ACC cat.ACC

‘The two of us have a cat’ (Sk2 B 00:05:50) e

(32) dat atti-i beatnaga didjiide

DEM give-3SG.PST dog.ACC 2PL.ILL

‘He gave you a dog’  (Sk1 A 00:29:26) e

6.2 Finite verbs

In standard North Saami, finite verbs are conjugated in three numbers (singular, dual, plural) and

three persons (first, second, third). Person and number are indicated in portmanteau suffixes that

differ in the present and preterite conjugation, cf. tables 9 and 10 below.  As noted in 4.2 above,

other moods than the indicative fall outside the scope of this study. 

Singular Dual Plural

1p bora-n borre-Ø borra-t

2p bora-t borra-beahtti borra-behtet

3p borrá-Ø borra-ba borre-t

Table 9: North Saami borrat ‘eat’ in present indicative

Singular Dual Plural

1p borre-n bora-ime bora-imet

2p borre-t bora-ide bora-idet

3p bora-i bora-iga borre-Ø

Table 10: North Saami borrat ‘eat’ in preterite indicative

6.2.1 Reference group

Two of the three informants in the reference group regularly use dual verb forms when referring to

dual subjects, as shown in (33) through (35).
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(33) moai le-tne oastá-n biepmu

1DU be-1DU buy-PRF food.ACC

‘We have bought food’ (Guo1 00:06:04) e

(34) gos doai orru-beahtti?

where 2DU live-2DU

‘Where do you live?’ (Guo1 00:06:17) e

(35) doppe deaivvad-eaba Simon-a

there meet-3DU Simon-ACC

‘There they meet Simon’ (Guo1 00:05:53) e

The informant Č1 uses dual verb forms in the first and second person, but in the third person he

usually gives plural forms. Only on one occasion does he use a dual verb form (36). The plural

reflexive pronoun in (36) is further discussed in section 6.2.1.

(36) Johannes ja Simon oinni-iga ieža-se speile-n

Johannes and Simon see-3DU.PST REFL.ACC-3PL mirror-LOC

‘Johannes and Simon saw themselves in the mirror’ (Č1 00:16:53) e

In all other cases, Č1 produces plural verb forms for the third person, regardless of whether the sub-

ject is two proper names (37), a demonstrative pronoun (38), or the 3DU personal pronoun soai (39).

When asked about this, Č1 says that he does not use the third person dual forms, but that the Saami

of the nearby Unna tjerusj (Sw Sörkaitum) reindeer herding district do.

(37) Anna ja Lisa manne-t ruoktot

Anna and Lisa go-3PL home

‘Anna and Lisa go (PL) home’ (Č1 00:13:27) e

(38) dat manne dohko biepmu oasti-t

DEM go.3PL.PST there food.ACC buy-INF

‘They went (PL) there to buy food’ (Č1 00:17:25) e
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(39) eai soai lea-t oappáža-t

NEG.3PL 2DU be-CNG sister-NSG

‘They (DU) are not (PL) sisters’ (Č1 00:14:36) e

6.2.2 Ofoten and Sør-Troms group

All of the five informants use plural verb forms when referring to two people. Examples are given

in (40-42).

(40) miin lea-p oastá-n biepmu

1PL be-1PL buy-PRF food.ACC

‘We have bought food’ (Á1 C 01:20:10) e

(41) gonne diin orru-behtek?

where 2PL live-2PL

‘Where do you live?’ (Sk2 B 00:03:09) e

(42) men eai da-t oro dál ovttas

but NEG.3PL DEM-NSG live.CNG now together

‘But they don’t live together anymore’ (Á2 00:20:42)

On one occasion, Á1 uses a verb conjugated in third person dual when a second person dual is re-

quested (43). On another occasion, he gives the second person dual form hoaladeahppi when a third

person dual form is requested (44).

(43) doain guovttá atni-ba ovtta beatnaga

2DU two.people have-3DU one.ACC dog.ACC

‘You two have (3DU) a dog’ (Á1 C 00:43:19) e

(44) Lisa ja Anna hoalad-eahppi juohke beaivvi

Lisa and Anna talk-2DU every day.ACC

‘Anna and Lisa talk (2DU) every day’ (Á1 C 00:01:21) e

On a third occasion, he starts giving what appears to be the first person dual form atne but then
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replaces it with the plural form atnip (45).

(45) moain guovttá atne, atni-p ovtta gáhttu

1DU two.people have.1DU have-1PL one.ACC cat.ACC

‘The two of us have (1DU), have (1PL) a cat’ (Á1 C 01:30:14) e

On most occasions in which the dual pronouns occur they are however coupled with plural verb

forms, as shown in section 6.1.2.

6.3 Personal suffixes

In this study, the term PERSONAL SUFFIX is used for suffixes with person reference that are added to a

word.  The label  POSSESSIVE SUFFIX is reserved for  the adding of personal suffixes to a noun as a

means of indicating its possessor (e.g.  giella-met [language-1PL] ‘our language’).  In other words,

‘personal suffix’ refers to the morphological element as such and ‘possessive suffix’ refers to one of

the functions that personal suffixes can fill. Besides the marking of possession, personal suffixes are

obligatory parts of the reflexive pronoun ieš and the reciprocal pronoun goabbat/guhtet guoibmi-.

They can also be added to the gerund and certain adpositions (Nickel & Sammallahti 2011: 170,

266). In some dialects of North Saami, there is also a negative supine  ama- to which personal

suffixes are attached (see Nielsen 1979 [1926–1929]: 169–170 on the variation of ama-). Note that

the terminology used in this study differs from the one usually applied in Saami linguistics (e.g. in

Nielsen  1979  [1926–1929],  Nickel  &  Sammallahti  2011  and  Svonni  2015),  where  the  term

‘possessive  suffix’ refers  both  to  the  marking  of possession  through  suffixation  (of  the  type

giellamet mentioned above)  and to  the morphological element of  personal suffixes (for instance

when added to the reflexive pronoun ieš). The personal suffixes of standard North Saami are given

in Table 11 below.  Each suffix  has  two allomorphs:  one used after  vowels  and one used after

consonants, given in this order in the table. 

Singular Dual Plural

1p -n -an -me -eame -met -eamet

2p -t -at -de -eatte -det -eattet

3p -s -is -ska -easkka -set -easet

Table 11: Personal suffixes in standard North Saami
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6.3.1 Possessive suffixes

In the entire material of this study, there is but one token of a possessive suffix, presented in (46). In

this clause there is no overt subject but rather so called ‘zero person’ marking (cf. Hedlund & Lars-

son 2011: 177) with both the verb and the possessive suffix in the third person singular. The clause

is given by Sk3 and the context is religious customs.

(46) ovdal galgga-i suttu-id-is muitali-t

earlier will-3SG.PST sin-ACC.NSG-3SG tell-INF

‘Earlier you had to confess your sins’ (Sk3 00:36:34)

6.3.2 Reflexive pronouns

In standard North Saami, the reflexive pronoun ieš is marked with a person suffix in all cases but

the nominative. In the illative, the suppletive stem  alcce- (or in some dialects  allas-) is used. In

some dialects, the suppletive aldd- is used the locative. An example with the reflexive pronoun in

the genitive with a 3DU-suffix is given in (47).

(47) guokte vieljaž-a ea-ba ráhkis ieža-ska

two brother-GEN NEG-2DU love.CNG REFL.GEN-3DU

heakka eanet go vielja heakka

life.ACC more than brother.GEN life.ACC

‘Two brothers do not love their own lives more than the brother’s life’ (Turi 1987[1910]: 98)

Both in the reference group and the Ofoten and Sør-Troms group, only a few reflexive pronouns

were obtained. In most cases, informants were insecure about their answers. It is possible that the

sentences used in elicition were not optimal for obtaining the expected forms. 

6.3.2.1 Reference group

In the first person, both  Č1 and  Gá1 produce forms with a personal suffix in  1DU. An example is

given in (48).
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(48) moai oinni-ime ieža-me speile-n

1DU see-1DU.PST REFL.ACC-1DU mirror-LOC

‘We saw ourselves in the mirror’ (Č1 00:17:15:) e

In the second person, Gá1 gives the 3SG form iežas and Č1 gives the 3PL form iežase, as shown in

(49–50). It is possible that these forms, not corresponding in person with the subject of the clauses,

are mere slips of the tongue during elicitation. It can not however be ruled out that they might

reflect the actual speech of these individuals. Further research, preferably based on free speech-

material, will be needed to answer this question.

(49) doai Simon-iin oinni-ije ieža-s spedjeli-s

2DU Simon-COM see-2DU.PST REFL.ACC-3SG mirror-LOC

‘You and Simon saw yourselves in the mirror’ (Gá1 00:15:36) e

(50) don ja Simon oinni-ije ieža-se speile-n

2SG and Simon see-2DU.PST REFL.ACC-3PL mirror-LOC

‘You and Simon saw yourselves in the mirror’ (Č1 00:17:03) e

In the third person,  Č1 only exhibits  the reflexive pronoun in the plural when referring to two

people. An example of this is given in (36) above, repeated here as (51) for convenience. When

asked about the 3DU reflexive iežaska he says that it is not used in his dialect.

(51) Johannes ja Simon oinni-iga ieža-se speile-n

Johannes and Simon see-3DU.PST REFL.ACC-3PL mirror-LOC

‘Johannes and Simon saw themselves in the mirror’ (Č1 00:16:53) e

6.3.2.2 Ofoten and Sør-Troms group

No forms morphologically marked for dual were obtained. Rather,  plural  forms were used also

when referring to two individuals. One example is given in (52). 

(52) Johannes ja Simon oidne ieža-sak spedjeli-n

Johannes and Simon see.3PL.PST REFL.ACC-3PL mirror-LOC

‘Johannes and Simon saw themselves in the mirror’ (Sk3 00:41:35) e
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6.3.3 Reciprocal pronouns

In standard North Saami, there are two different reciprocal pronoun constructions. Both construc-

tions are bipartite, and they are both conjugated in case and number (dual and plural). The first

construction consists of the word  goabbat ‘each (DU)’ or  guhtet ‘each (PL)’, paired with the word

guoibmi ‘partner’, the latter of which is then conjugated in case and provided with a person suffix,

as in (53).

(53) dihkke-jit guhtet guoimmi-set oivvi-id

debug-3PL RECP.PL RECP.GEN-3PL head-ACC.NSG

‘(they) debug one another’s head’ (Turi 1987 [1910]: 142)

In this construction, number is marked twice: first by the choice of either  goabbat or  guhtet (the

first one being reserved for dual referents and the second for plural referents) and then by the pers-

onal suffix which is attached to the word guoibmi. An example with dual marking is given in (54).

(54) Soai galga-ba gáldi-t goabbat guoimmi-ska

3DU will-3DU castrate.INF RECP.DU RECP.ACC-3DU

‘They (the man and the bear) will castrate each other’ (Qvigstad 1928: 22)

The other reciprocal pronoun construction in standard North Saami consists of the duplication of the

word nubbi ‘second; other’. In the dual, the first nubbi is in the nominative singular and the second

nubbi is provided with a case marking in the singular, as in (55). In the plural, the first nubbi is in

the nominative non-singular and the second  nubbi is provided with a case marking in the non-

singular, as in (56). Note that this construction is indifferent as regards to person.

(55) Ja da-s šadda-ba áhpu-n nubbi nubbá-i

and DEM.LOC become-3DU aid-ESS RECP RECP-ILL

‘And so (they) become an aid for each other’ (Turi 1987 [1910]: 47)

(56) ja suoláde nuppi-t nuppi-in

and steal.3PL.PST RECP-NSG RECP-LOC.NSG

‘and (they) stole from one another’ (Turi 1987 [1910]: 178)
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6.3.3.1 Reference group

In the reference group, two different reciprocal pronoun constructions are attested.  The speaker

Guo1 gives forms corresponding with the standard languages nubbi nubbi-construction, as in (57). 

(57) da-t dovda-ba nubbi nuppi oba bures

DEM-NSG know-3DU RECP RECP.ACC quite well

‘They know each other quite well’ (Guo1 00:05:42)

Both speakers from the Torne dialect group produce examples with the word  nubbi  inflected in

case.  Both when referring to two individuals and more,  non-singular case forms are employed,

meaning that this construction does not differentiate number, see examples (58-59). An example in

the comitative case is given in (60).

(58) moai dovde nuppi-id

1DU know.1DU RECP.ACC.NSG

‘We know each other’ (Č1 00:16:31) e

(59) miin dovda-p nuppi-id buorit

1PL know-1PL RECP-ACC.NSG well

‘We know one another well’ (Č1 00:13:19) e

(60) da-t ságastea-ba nuppi-iguin juohke beaivvi

DEM-NSG talk-3DU RECP-COM.NSG every day.ACC

‘They talk (DU) to each other every day’ (Gá1 00:07:49) e

Both Č1 and  Gá1 were specifically asked about the constructions  nubbi nubbi and  goabbat/guhtet

guoibmi-, and none of them recognized them as being used in their respective dialects. 

6.3.3.2 Ofoten and Sør-Troms group

The speaker Sk3 produces clauses with the form  guhtet guoibmi and personal suffixes. She only

gives forms morphologically marked for plural,  even when referring to two known individuals.

Examples in the accusative case are given in (61-63) and an example with comitative in (64).
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(61) mon ja Simon, miin dovda-p guhtet guoimmi-mek

1SG and Simon 1PL know-1PL RECP.PL RECP.ACC-1PL

‘Me and Simon, we know each other’ (Sk3 00:41:01) e

(62) don ja Simon dovda-behtet guhtet guoimmi-dek

2SG and Simon know-2PL RECP.PL RECP.ACC-2PL

‘You and Simon know each other’ (Sk3 00:41:11) e

(63) Johannes ja Simon, da-k dovde-k guhtet guoimmi-sak

Johannes and Simon DEM-NSG know-3PL RECP.PL RECP.ACC-3PL

‘Johannes and Simon, they know each other’ (Sk3 00:40:53) e

(64) ja holle-k sámi guhtet guimmi-in-asak

and speak-3PL Saami.ACC RECP.PL RECP-COM-3PL

‘and (they) speak Saami with each other’ (Sk3 00:38:24) e

The speaker  Sk2 uses the form gudet guoibmi without person suffix. As shown by examples (65–

67), this construction is indifferent as regards to person. An example with the comitative is given in

(68). Also Sk2 give plural forms only, even when referring to two known individuals. 

(65) mon ja Simon dogda-p gudet guoimmi

1SG and Simon know-1PL RECP.PL RECP.ACC

‘Me and Simon know each other’ (Sk2 B 00:04:03) e

(66) dogda-behtek don ja Simon gudet guoimmi?

know-2PL 2SG and Simon RECP.PL RECP.ACC

‘Do you and Simon know each other?’ (Sk2 B 00:04:14) e

(67) Johannes ja Simon dogde-k gudet guoimmi

Johannes and Simon know-3PL RECP.PL RECP.ACC

‘Johannes and Simon know each other’  (Sk2 B 00:03:57) e
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(68) da-k holle-k sámegiela gudet guimmi-in

DEM-NSG speak-3PL Saami.ACC RECP.PL RECP-COM

‘They speak Saami with each other’ (Sk2 B 00:01:55) e

When specifially asked about forms with goabbat, Sk2 acknowledge them as referring to two indi-

viduals, and gives example (69). 

(69) miin dogda-p goabbat guoimmi

1PL know-1PL RECP.DU RECP.ACC

‘We know each other’ (Sk2 C 00:04:02) e

When asked to translate sentences with reciprocal pronouns from Swedish to Saami, Á1 hesitatingly

gives the reflexive ieš instead (70). In free speech, however, he gives an example of the reciprocal

pronoun inflected in the illative plural (71).

(70) Johannes ja Simon dobdi-k ieža-sak

Johannes and Simon know-3PL REFL.ACC-3PL

‘Johannes and Simon know themselves [sic]’ (Á1 C 00:18:00) e

(71) go sámi-k holle-k gudet guoibmá-s-asak

when Saami-NSG talk-3PL RECP.PL RECP-ILL-3PL

‘When Saami speak to one another’ (Á1 C 01:05:57) 

No reciprocal pronouns were obtained in the interviews with Sk1 and Á2. Three speakers (Sk2, Sk3

and Á1) were also asked specifically about the construction nubbi nubbi. None of them recognized it

as being used in their dialect. 

6.3.4 Reciprocal adverbs

In North Saami, there is a reciprocal adverb consisting of the stem gaskan- and a personal suffix.

This adverb has the meaning ‘among ourselves/yourselves/themselves’. An example is given in

(72). 
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(72) Ja de álge bártni-t diggodi-t gaskan-easet

and then start.3PL.PST boy-NSG argue-INF among-3PL

‘And then the boys started arguing among themselves’ (Turi 1987 [1910]: 175)

This adverb was not especially sought after during interviews but as two of the informants, one

from the reference group and one from the Ofoten and Sør-Troms group, produced adverbs of this

kind, they will be presented here. Note that both informants use the 3PL personal suffix instead of

the expected 3DU suffix.

6.3.4.1 Reference group

In elicitation, the Guo1 gives two different variants when translating the clause de pratar samiska

med varandra ‘They speak Saami with each other’ from Swedish to Saami. In (73a), the comitative

case of the reciprocal pronoun nubbi nubbi is used and in (73b), the reciprocal adverb gaskan- is

employed. Note that in (73b), the 3PL personal suffix is used for the reciprocal adverb, even though

a dual personal pronoun and dual verb are employed in the same clause.

(73a) soai hupma-ba sámegiela nubbi nuppi-in

3DU speak-3DU Saami.ACC RECP RECP-COM

‘They speak Saami with each other’ (Guo1 00:05:04) e

(73b) soai hupma-ba sámegiela gaskan-easet

3DU speak-3DU Saami.ACC among-3PL

‘They (DU) speak (DU) Saami among themselves (PL)’ (Guo1 00:05:37) e

6.3.4.2 Ofoten and Sør-Troms group

On one occasion, Á1 produces a clause with the reciprocal adverb gaskan- (74). Note that while the

personal pronoun is in the dual, both the verb and the reciprocal adverb are marked for plural. 

(74) soain hoaladi-k sámegiela gaskan-asak

3DU talk-3PL Saami.ACC among-3PL

‘They (DU) speak (PL) Saami among themselves (PL)’ (Á1 C 01:18:22) e
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6.4 Additional evidence

During the first field trip, in June 2016, I participated in a three hour-conversation with two Saami

speaking men from Loabák (No Lavangen) municipality, Troms county. This conversation was not

recorded, as it was not intended to be used for this study. Nevertheless, I could not help to notice

that  both  men (born in  the 1950s and mid 1960s,  respectively)  regularly used  plural  forms of

personal pronouns and verbs when referring to dual subjects. One example was noted down (75).

(75) don ja mon, miin hoalla-p dárogiela

2SG and 1SG 1PL speak-1PL Norwegian.ACC

‘You and me, we speak Norwegian’ (2016-06-18)

6.5 Speaker attitudes towards the dual

Although  not  producing  dual  morphology themselves  (with  the  exception  of  Á1),  none  of  the

informants  in  the  Ofoten  and Sør-Troms group seemed to  have  a  problem understanding  dual

morphology in questions or discussion. When asked specifically about the 1DU pronoun moai, Sk3

responded “then there is two people”. Several informants were also able to comment on their own

use of grammatical number.  For instance,  Sk1 says that the dual forms have disappeared in his

dialect, and that he uses plural forms when referring to two individuals. When Sk2 is presented with

the clause  moai letne oastán mielkki ‘We (DU) have (DU) bought milk’ she says that she herself

would rather say miin leap oastán mielkki ‘We (PL) have (PL) bought milk’.
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7. Discussion

Standard North Saami has two number systems: one tripartite system with SINGULAR/DUAL/PLURAL

opposition (used for personal pronouns, finite verbs and personal suffixes) and one bipartite system

with  SINGULAR/NON-SINGULAR opposition (used for nouns and adjectives as well as for demonstra-

tive, interrogative and relative pronouns).

The material presented in Chapter 6 shows that dual is not an obligatory category in the North

Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms. In fact, four out of five informants lack dual morphology

altogether.  For these informants,  plural  morphology is applied to all  non-singular subjects.  One

informant produces the 1DU personal pronoun once in free speech and he is also able to produce the

other dual personal pronouns, coupled with plural verb forms, in elicitation. This discrepancy in

number is reminiscent of the situation in Skolt Saami, described in 3.7, as well as the situation in

some dialects of Ume Saami and South Saami, described in 3.4 and 3.5 (cf. also Halász’s only

finding of dual morphology in the Saamic languages of the Kola peninsula, described in 3.8). As the

personal pronouns are the highest-ranking elements on the Animacy Hierarchy, it is only natural

that they are also most likely to retain dual morphology in a situation where the dual number is lost.

The informant giving dual personal pronouns also produces a couple of dual verb forms, although

not corresponding in person with the subject of the clause. Nevertheless, even this informant usually

utilizes plural morphology when referring to two individuals.

Several speakers of  North  Saami I have been in contact with (in other contexts than this study)

consider the use of plural forms instead of dual forms as a sign of lacking language proficiency.

While this might be true for some dialects of North Saami, no such tendency can be observed for

the dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms. The most proficient speakers interviewed in this study do not

produce any dual forms. In fact, the only speaker to produce dual morphology rarely speaks Saami

in his daily life and frequently switches over to Norwegian. It is possible that his speech is anti-

quated, and that the reason for him to have preserved dual forms is that he does not use Saami on a

daily basis. However, as noted in section 4.2, the number of informants is too small and varied to

completely rule out other factors, such as dialectal differences or age differences.

It is not the purpose of this study to investigate the reasons for the loss of dual morphology in the

dialect at hand. It is however a conspicuous fact that in disfavoring the morphological marking of

dual number,  the North Saami dialect of Ofoten and Sør-Troms conforms with Norwegian,  the

majority language of the area. This is not the only structural trait in which the dialect diverges from
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standard North Saami, and instead shows structural similarities with Norwegian. As mentioned by

Eriksen (2009: 63), in this dialect it is common to use the habeo-verb atnit rather than the locative

construction found in standard North Saami – compare example (21) from the reference group and

example (31) from the Ofoten and Sør-Troms group. The use of a habeo-verb in Saamic has been

called  “an obvious case of influence from the neighboring Nordic languages” (Wickman 1982:

283). Another feature separating the dialect from standard North Saami but nearing it to Norwegian

is the construction of polar interrogatives with mere constituent fronting, an example of which is

given in (66).6 It is not unlikely that these traits have developed through the influence of Norwe-

gian. The dialect also features a large number of Norwegian loan words (Hansegård 1965: 14–15,

1978: 158). It might also be repeated that only one single token of a possessive suffix was collected

in the more than eight hours of recordings used for this study. The disfavoring of possessive suffixes

in North Saami has been suggested, although not proved, to be greater in Norway and Sweden than

in Finland, due to the lack of possessive suffixes in the Scandinavian languages (Janda & Antonsen

2016: 352–353).

As for the dating of the loss of the dual, it seems to have been a gradual process. According to the

material  provided in Eriksen 2009 (see 2.8), dual morphology was disfavored already by some

speakers born in the early 1900s. A diachronic study would perhaps shed light on this matter. 

A couple of findings in the reference group should also be mentioned. The use of plural personal

suffixes  when referring to  dual  subjects  (eg.  3PL gaskaneaset pro  3DU gaskaneaskka)  could  be

interpreted as a sign of dual morphology losing ground to plural forms. Similarly, one informant

usually uses plural verb forms when referring to dual subjects in the third person. However, con-

sidering the highly limited material of the reference group, further research needs to be done to

confirm any claims of attrition of the dual in other North Saami dialects than the one investigated in

the present study.

Another finding of this study is two different, to my knowledge previously not described, reciprocal

pronoun constructions. The first of the two constructions is given by the informant Sk2. It is similar

to the standard North Saami  bipartite  construction  guhtet guoibmi- + personal suffix, however it

lacks a personal suffix, making it indifferent as regards to person. It is also indifferent as regards to

number, as it is identical for dual and plural subjects. Another difference between the construction

found here and the construction of standard North Saami is the consonant stem of the construction’s

6 I intend to return to the subject of polar interrogatives in this dialect at a later time.
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first element, which is in the weak grade in this dialect, but in the strong grade in standard North

Saami.  When inflected for case, the second element  of the construction  receives a singular case

marker. The other reciprocal pronoun construction not previously attested is given by the informants

Gá1 and Č1 in the reference group. This construction is similar to the standard North Saami bipartite

construction nubbi nubbi. However, in this construction, nubbi is only employed once. When inflec-

ted for case, it receives a non-singular case marker. The construction is indifferent both to person

and number. 

A reciprocal pronoun construction similar to that of Gá1 and Č1 is found in the Meänkieli language,

spoken in roughly the same area of Sweden as the Torne Saami dialect group. In this construction,

the word toinen ‘second; other’ is inflected with a plural case marker. Examples (76) through (78)

are given by Č1, while example (79) is given by a speaker of Meänkieli from the village of Purnu,

Váhtjer municipality. This speaker also knows Swedish, but has a limited knowledge of Saami.

(76) met tunne-ma tois-ia

1PL know-1PL RECP-PART.PL

‘We know each other’ (Č1 00:27:41) e

(77) tet tunne-tta tois-ia

2PL know-2PL RECP-PART.PL

‘You know each other’ (Č1 00:27:50) e

(78) net tunte-va tois-ia

3PL know-3PL RECP-PART.PL

‘They know each other’ (Č1 00:27:59) e

(79) nä-i-mä tois-ia kaupungi-ssa

see-PST-1PL RECP-PART.PL town-INE

‘We saw each other in town’ (ÅK 2017-02-13) e

It is hardly a coincidence that similar constructions are in use in these two languages. As noted in

2.1, it is quite usual for speakers of North Saami in Sweden to have at least a basic knowledge of

Meänkieli. Older Saami are often are fully bilingual in North Saami and Meänkieli. Knowing this, it

is interesting that the speakers of the Ofoten and Sør-Troms group (where Meänkieli is not spoken)
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do not use reciprocal constructions based on nubbi, but rather on guoibmi, while the speakers Gá1

and Č1 only recognize the nubbi-construction as being used in their dialects. It is not impossible that

the semantical and structural similarity of the North Saami  nubbi-construction and the Meänkieli

toinen-construction has favored the former in the North Saami dialects of  Čohkkiras and Gára-

savvon.

Returning to the main subject of this study, dual number, the main finding of this thesis can be

summarized as follows:  Based on the results  presented in Chapter 6, I consider the use of plural

morphology  when referring to two individuals as a dialectal trait of the North Saami dialect of

Ofoten and Sør-Troms. In this dialect, a near-complete loss of the dual has taken place, resulting in

a  bipartite  SINGULAR/NON-SINGULAR number  system.  Similar  number  systems  are  found  in  the

Saamic languages of the Kola peninsula (Akkala Saami, Kildin Saami and Ter Saami).

Several possible topics for further research can be proposed. Descriptions of the use of the dual in

modern Ume Saami and South Saami are highly desirable. For all Saamic languages featuring dual

number,  studies  addressing  the  triggering  of  dual  morphology  (including  the  role  of  animacy,

definiteness,  specificity,  word  order  and topicality)  would  be  welcome.  The present  study also

highlights  the  need  of  including  other  North  Saami  dialects  than  the  ones  of  Finnmark  when

describing the North Saami language.
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire

(translation from Swedish to Saami)

1.

Jag har tre bröder ‘I have three brothers’

De bor i Oslo ‘They live in Oslo’

Jag har tre systrar ‘I have three sisters’

De bor också i Oslo ‘They also live in Oslo’

Vi är sju syskon ‘We are seven siblings’

Vi känner varandra väl ‘We know one another well’

2.

Anna och Lisa är vänner ‘Anna and Lisa are friends’

De bor i samma by ‘They live in the same village’

De pratar med varandra varje dag ‘They talk to each other every day’

De pratar samiska med varandra ‘They speak Saami with each other’

En dag åker de till stan ‘One day they go into town’

Där träffar de Simon ‘They meet Simon there’

Simon frågar dem: Är ni syskon? ‘Simon asks: Are you siblings?’

De svarar: Nej, vi är vänner ‘They answer: No, we are friends’

Simon frågar: Har ni köpt mat? ‘Simon asks: Have you bought food?’

De svarar: Ja, vi har köpt mat ‘They answer: Yes, we have bought food’

Simon frågar: Var bor ni? ‘Simon asks: Where do you live?’

De svarar: Vi bor inte här ‘They answer: We do not live here’

Anna och Lisa åker hem ‘Anna and Lisa go home’

3.

Min bror lagar mat ‘My brother is cooking’

Jag såg att min bror lagade mat ‘I saw that my brother was cooking’

Min mamma läser en bok ‘My mother is reading a book’

Jag såg att min mamma läste en bok ‘I saw that my mother was reading a book’
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4.

Johannes och Simon känner varandra ‘Johannes and Simon know each other’

Du och Simon känner varandra ‘You and Simon know each other’

Du och jag känner varandra ‘You and me know each other’

Vi känner varandra ‘We know each other’

5.

Johannes och Simon såg sig själva i spegeln ‘Johannes and Simon saw themselves in the mirror’

Du och Simon såg er själva i spegeln ‘You and Simon saw yourselves in the mirror’

Du och jag såg oss själva i spegeln ‘You and me saw ourselves in the mirror’

6.

Igår åkte min bror och mamma till stan ‘Yesterday my brother and mother went into town’

De åkte för att köpa mat ‘They went there to buy food’

De åkte bil till stan ‘They went to town by car’

De kom hem på kvällen ‘They came home in the evening’

Pappa frågade dem: Vart åkte ni? ‘Dad asked: Where did you go?’

De svarade: Vi åkte till stan ‘They answered: We went to town’

Pappa frågade: Köpte ni fisk? ‘Dad asked: Did you buy fish?’

De svarade: Ja, vi köpte fisk ‘The answered: Yes, we bought fish’

Pappa frågade: Köpte ni mjölk? ‘Dad asked: Did you buy milk?’

De svarade: Nej, vi köpte inte mjölk ‘They answered: No, we did not buy milk’

7.

Vi två har en katt ‘The two of us have a cat’

Ni två har en hund ‘You two have a dog’

De två har inget djur ‘Those two do not have any pet’
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Appendix 2 – Inventory of recordings

Recording Date Location Length

Sk1 A 2016-06-15 Skearri 00:32:05

Sk1 B 2016-06-15 Skearri 00:01:20

Sk2 A 2016-06-15 Sáttiidvuopmi 00:24:38

Sk2 B 2017-02-07 Vatnjavárri 00:12:25

Sk2 C 2017-02-07 Vatnjavárri 00:04:31

Sk3 2017-02-08 Vatnjavárri 00:55:39

Á1 A 2016-06-16 Ráhkka 01:29:59

Á1 B 2017-02-09 Ráhkka 00:11:01

Á1 C 2017-02-09 Ráhkka 01:35:04

Á2 2017-02-11 Giron 01:25:50

Guo1 2017-02-02 Ubmeje (via telephone) 00:18:10

Gá1 2017-02-14 Čohkkiras 00:28:55

Č1 2017-02-16 Giron 00:32:33

Total length 08:12:10
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